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PRESIDENT’S REPORT MAY 2020 – Nick Ryan
Thank you to everyone who made the effort to come to our AGM in Molong held for the
first time outdoors due to the beginning of COVID 19 Pandemic new social distancing
rules. Our yearly AGM, while not a lot of fun, is an important part of guiding our sport
into the future. Special thanks to those who put forward motions to be discussed and
agreed to, or not, by the members. Everyone who puts up motions and participates in
the discussions has the best interest of our sport at heart.
There were a couple of changes made and unwritten rules tidied up:






competitors must leave the casting peg on the right-hand side.
Competitors need to walk just inside the markers not over to avoid tripping.
Obstacle points can now be deducted.
The Championship course #1 is to be removed and replaced with the Supreme course.
excessive change of pace to try and stay within 8 metres of the sheep will lead to points being deducted.

At the AGM we welcomed three new councillors - Heather Woodhouse, Josie Kimpton and Paul Prentice. All three
members have been on the NSWSDWI council before and we thank them and our returning councillors for giving up
their time. Mandy Carney has filled the role of our Junior Vice President. I would also like to thank the outgoing
Councillors: Paul Elliott who has done many years on council, Paul Darmody, our outgoing Junior vice president and
Brett Smith for their time they have given to our committee.
Congratulations to Peter Oxley on being made an honorary life member of NSWSDWI. This is a well-deserved
honour. Over many years Peter has done an enormous amount of judging and has been a mentor to quite a few
judges coming through the ranks as well being on many NSW trial committees. Peter is a NSWSDWI past president
and has spent many years on our NSWSDWI council as both a councillor and in other executive positions.
There has been a lot of discussion recently about the way in which we select the Australian team for the Trans
Tasman Test. This will be discussed at the next meeting of the ASDWA and the various motions for discussion are at
the end of this newsletter. Please read them and if you have a view please discuss it with one of our
representatives, myself or Mick Hudson, by 17th June.
Bill Davidson had an impressive start to the year winning 2020 National Open Championship at Canberra with ZOZ
Roger and the Maiden with Grassvalley Flake. He also won the NSW State Championships at Molong with
Wirchilleba Stormy and the Improver with Grassvalley Flake. Congratulations to Bill on his well-deserved success.
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A big thank you goes to Wayne McMillan for all his dedication and hard work that he put into the AUSTRALIAN
FEDERATION FOR LIVESTOCK WORKING DOGS (AFLWD) over many years. Wayne was our outgoing representative
and has been replaced by Josh Marshall on this committee.
COVID-19
As at the 15th May with the beginning of the easing of COVID 19 restrictions we can see some light at the end of the
tunnel for our return to dog trialling. (See Official Australian Government statements in the separate table below this
report). Timing depends on how stages 1 & 2 pan out, and any serious outbreaks will delay stage 3. Hopefully, stage
3 will include travelling for recreation & sport. This looks unlikely to happen before July, but as there are no set goal
posts, it will depend on the numbers. The guidelines that directly affect our sport are highlighted in yellow. We are
all keeping our fingers crossed (and our mouths covered) for a safe return. At time of going to press the NSW
Government has announced commencement of adult community sport on 1 July. We have not had a chance to
review this and will inform you as soon as we are clear about how this will affect dog trialling in NSW.
Stay safe and hopefully we will see you all soon at a trial.
Nick Ryan

Community sport and recreation
Sports and recreation
Activities allowed
 Public gatherings of up to 10 people.
 Use of outdoor equipment in public places, with caution.
 Recreational activities such as fishing and hunting.
 Outdoor activities including the use of skate parks and BMX bike tracks.
 Outdoor sporting competitions where no more than 10 people in total are gathered including players,

referees/umpires, coaches, spectators or others.
 Golf is permitted where no more than 10 people are gathered.
 Lawn bowling is allowed providing public health order conditions are met including that:
o there are only 10 people on a bowling green at any one time (excluding staff and game officials)
o physical distancing is maintained
o the licensee records the name and phone number of each player and records are kept for 4 weeks.
Learn more about having picnics, training outdoors and using exercise equipment.
Activities not allowed
 Indoor sporting events.
 Local sporting competitions involving more than 10 people.
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Closed or restricted
 Indoor recreation facilities such as squash courts, gyms, table tennis centres, health studios, bowling

alleys and ice rinks are closed.
 Indoor public swimming pools are closed except for squad training in swimming pools that are 25 metres
or more long, where there is only one person per lane, and no more than 10 people in the pool at one
time. Capacity must not exceed one person per 4 square metres.
 Public outdoor swimming pools may open with restrictions.
o Capacity must not exceed one person per 4 square metres including staff members.
o No more than 10 people are allowed in the pool at one time.
 Major recreation facilities such as stadiums, theme parks, showgrounds and motor racing tracks are
limited to 10 persons on the premises excluding workers.
Upcoming changes
Learn more about upcoming changes to sports and recreational activities.
 Kids’ sport and community sport competitions can restart for those aged 18 years and under from

Wednesday 1 July 2020.

 The return date for adult community sport activities will be made at a later stage.

Record keeping and penalties
Penalties for breaching gathering and movement order
Breach of orders made under the Public Health Act 2010 is a criminal offence and attracts heavy penalties.
In the case of an individual, the maximum penalty is $11,000, or imprisonment for 6 months, or both and a
further $5500 penalty may apply for each day the offence continues. The NSW Police may also issue on-the-spot
fines of $1000 for an offence.
In the case of any corporation, the maximum penalty is $55,000 and a further $27,500 penalty may apply for
each day the offence continues.
MESSAGE FROM OUR REGISTRAR
Dear members – Because of the COVID-19 Pandemic, for the time being registrations can be now done over the
phone or via Private message on Facebook or email. This is being done in an effort to limit contact for both
members and myself. I am also advising Direct Debit of money into the NSWSDW account for payment. (NSW
Sheep Dog Workers Inc, Bank CBA BSB 062573 AC: 28007533). I can then send you your numbers or confirmation of
the dog’s transfer via phone/Facebook or Email for now and then by post after we are over the Pandemic. If you
prefer, I can still send you out the paperwork by post immediately.
Of course, if those of you that cannot work out any other way other than by mail and a cheque you can still do so. If
you need to ask any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via phone or email or private message here.
Regards Ann - NSWSDWI Registrar
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CONTACT DETAILS FOR NSWSDWI COUNCIL
President
Nick Ryan

0448 878 320

7L Gavel Drive,
Dubbo, NSW, 2830

nickryanremovals@hotmail.com

(02) 6366 8243
0408 637 641

1547 Belgravia Road, MOLONG, NSW
2866

nswsheepdogworkers@gmail.com

02 6385 6284

“Avondale”, 331 Gentle Destiny Road,
FROGMORE NSW 2586

nsw.s.d.treasurer@gmail.com

0438 084 351

P.O. Box 1376, BATHURST NSW 2795

ularabcollies@bigpond.com

0427 040 188

“Goondy Creek”, 50L Coolbaggie Forest
Road, Eumungerie NSW 2822

mickhudson@activ8.net.au

0406 697 955

12 Medlar St, Mandurama, NSW 2792

Mandy.carney@bigpond.com

Secretary
Janelle Fessey
Treasurer
Barbara Kessler
Registration Secretary
Ann Moy
Senior Vice President
Mick Hudson

Junior Vice President
Mandy Carney

COUNCILLORS
Bill Davidson

0427 466 431

Paul Prentice

0403 527 155

Josie Kimpton

0405 249 560

Scott Smith

0417 203 766

Josh Marshall

0403 650 097

Heather Woodhouse

02 63668218

John Parrington

02 63688640
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From our sponsor

Dear Members
Hypro Pet Foods would like to thank the members of the NSWSDWI for their ongoing support of our
products through our trial sponsorship, individual purchases as well as referrals. There has been a lot of
support and further interest in our Premium Grain Free Working Dog food as time is going on and this is
great to see.
We are happy to continue to supply these foods at the best possible price to the members, however for
this to continue, it is imperative that members DO NOT disclose the price that they are paying for the
food.
The bag price we give you is ONLY available to members of working dog associations as part of our
sponsorship agreements. This price is NOT available to non-members, retailers or members of the public.
We certainly encourage you to recommend the food that you are having success feeding, however we do
request that you refer them to our office on 02 4576 9700 or Alison Burrell on 0423 049 848 for
further information regarding ordering and costs of the food.
We appreciate and thank you for your ongoing support and look forward to the trials returning soon.
Kind regards
Alison Burrell
Alison Burrell | Business Development | Kennels, Breeders and Associations
15 Box Avenue, Wilberforce NSW 2756
Mob: 0423 049 848 | Tel: +61 2 4576 9700
Email: ABurrell@hypropetfoods.com.au
Website: www.hypropetfoods.com.au
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MERCHANDISE AVAILABLE

Thomas Cook – Drill Shirt – Long Sleeve
- Full Button – S,M,L,XL,XXL & XXXL (Cobalt, Bone, Red)

Bisley – Full Button Long Sleeve –
Chambray – All Sizes

Cloth Badges (iron on)

Order Form and more illustrations are available on our website
https://nswsheepdogworkers.org.au/downloads/ , or contact Janelle Fessey, Secretary on (02) 6366 8243 or
0408 637 641 or by email nswsheepdogworkers@gmail.com

Trial Secretaries - Compulsory Liability Clause for entry forms – Insurance 2019/20
All Trial Entry Forms must have the following liability clause noted due to our new Insurance regulations. Failure
to comply will jeopardise the Public Liability Insurance for your trial.
________
I .......................acknowledge that working with sheep may put me at risk of illness or injury and that in attending
this trial I accept that I may be injured from both foreseen and unforeseen events associated with working sheep
and dogs.
I will not hold NSWSDWI, the committee or any member of the as
sociation responsible for any illness or injury that may occur as a direct or indirect result of attending this trial.
Handler/owner certify that the entered dog is not a hazard to persons, dogs, stock or property.
Signature: .................................................... Date:.......................................
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TRIAL DATES - 2020
Trial

Location

Bungendore Trans-Tasman*

Dates

Organiser

Contact

Bungendore 22/7/20-26/7/20

Linda Denning

0248459022

Eugumgerie

Eumungerie

13/8/20 to 16/8/20

Mick Hudson

0427040188

Morongla

Morongla

20/8/20 to 23/8/20

David Langfield

0429459953

Central West Championships

Geurie

10/9/20 to 13/9/20

Jon Cantrall

0427129779

Henty Sheep Dog Trial

Henty

22/9/20 to 24/9/20

Paul Darmody

0412347753

Australian National Field Days

Borenore

22/10/20 to 24/10/20

Janelle Fessey

0418637641

Monaro Sheep Dog Trial

Bredbo

20/11/20 to 22/11/20

John Perry

0264544108

Neville Sheep Dog Trial

Neville

3/12/20 to 6/12/20

Peter Oxley

0439028779

* Bungendore are hoping to run their trial and will be sending out entry forms on that basis. However, at this
stage the organisers are not 100% confident that they will be allowed to go ahead and so may have to cancel
closer to the time. Please be aware of this when sending in your entries.

Please note that most of our trials are sponsored by Dogpro, please support them as they support our sport. A
sport that is enjoyed by many and brings people together.
I have a few trials that are still to be finalised and I am still chasing up dates for them. Cobar is still chasing sheep
and will let us know as soon as they know what is happening. Trial Dates might alter slightly please ring trial
organisers to confirm if you are planning to attend. Please let Janelle Fessey know if these dates are incorrect, trials
missed or if details need to be updated. Thanks.
REMINDER TO ALL COMPETITORS
Please ensure that when you are entering a dog that is not owned by you, you must include “owned by” and
“worked by” on the entry form. There are still a few competitors who are not abiding by this rule.
If there are rounds that you would prefer to enter in, please include this information on the entry form as it helps
the club when they are doing the draw for the trial
REMINDER TO ALL CLUB SECRETARIES
Please ensure that when receiving entries that all dogs have registered numbers. If in doubt, please phone the
Registrar, Ann Moy.
WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
NSWSDWI welcome all our new members for 2020. We hope that you enjoy trialling and get to meet our members
who will be at our trials and are always keen to help and answer questions.
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RESULTS
Delegate Sheepdog Trial
Open Class
Place

Worker

Dog Name

Points

Total

1
2
3
4
5
6

Brett Smith
Paul Darmody
John Perry
Brett Smith
Carol Trainor
Josh Marshall

Elshamah Gabby
Lang’s Moon
Boco Raffa
Fleetwood Devil
MGH Whisper
Elshamah Murphy

85+86
68+72
91+27
84+r
72+X
58+R

171
140
118
84
72
58

72

72

Improver Class
1

Carol Trainor

MGH Whisper

NSW State Championship
Open Class – Judged by Barry McKenzie
Place

Worker

Dog Name

Points

Total

1

Bill Davidson

Wirchilleba Stormy

91+94+85

270

2
3
4
5
6
U/P

Mick Hudson
Julie Birkett
Paul O’Kane
Brett Smith
Peter Oxley
Mick Hudson

MGH Rabbit
Brands Hatch Midori
O’Kanes Ashley Cooper
Wondara Tip
Rivlin Caeser
MGH Cat

93+92+82
87+92+86
84+92+84
89+81+83
86+89+73
87+81+75

267
265
260
253
248
243

Improver Class – Judged by Barry McKenzie
Place

Worker

Dog Name

Points

Total

1

Bill Davidson

Grassvalley Flake

78+86

164

2
3
4
U/P

Geoff Gibson
Mick Hudson
Les Eveleigh
Pip Hudson

Smileys JT
MGH Tri
Hilton’s Holly
Longerview Trump

75+81
73+82
79+D
77+X

156
155
79
77
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Novice Class – Judged by Paul Elliott
Place

Worker

Dog Name

Points

Total

1

Gary White

Whites Benny

99+80

179

2
3
4
5
U/P

Les Eveleigh
Harry Hudson
Nick Ryan
Neil Croxon
Ken Robinson

Hiltons Ivy
MGH Speck
Zeefree Rod
Rowan Jock
Sunvale George

98+75
94+69
94+64
96+50
97+X

173
163
158
146
97

Encourage Class – Judged by Rob Pamment
Place

Worker

Dog Name

Points

Total

1

Mark McCormack

Knights Cap

89+87

176

2
3
4
U/P

Doug Taylor
Jayson Montanari
Doug Taylor
Ted Mulry

MGH Bolt
Brinaway Dolly
TK Tweed
Millison Park Wave
(owned by L. Foster)

76+91
77+88
88+R
78+R

167
165
88
78
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MOTIONS FOR DISCUSSION AT THE NEXT MEETING OF THE ASDWA
Please read the motions and proposals for the Australian meeting and refer
any questions, concerns or thoughts to either of our NSWSDWI delegates, Nick
Ryan on 0448878320 or Mick Hudson on 0427040188 before 17 June and your
comments will be discussed at our Council meeting prior to the Australian
Meeting.
NUMBER ONE
NEW SOUTH WALES
Notice of Motion to change Rule 10 and 11
10. Interstate Challenge. Two representatives from each State, chosen by their State as being appropriate
competitors and ambassadors for their home State and for the sport of sheepdog trialling, shall be invited to
compete for the Ted Gaby Shield at the Supreme Championships. Also to be invited are the four current Australian
Test team representatives and the previous Supreme Australian Champion and Runner Up to compete for a position
in the Australian Test team, giving a total of 18 dogs to compete.
The Challenge is to be over four (4) Trans-Tasman rounds as follows:A. Four rounds to be held over the Trans-Tasman Course and worked under the Trans-Tasman rules, to be
held immediately prior to the Supreme Australian Championships . The four (4) rounds are to be
conducted over two (2) days with two (2) rounds each day, with a total of eighteen (18) dogs and
handlers in each round.
B. Each round to be judged by the Test/Judge Manager of the current Test team plus one other Judge
selected by the Australian Body.
C. The order of participants to change for each round and each round is to be listed in the official program.
D. The winner of the Ted Gaby Shield is determined by the aggregate scores of the two (2) nominated
representatives from each State over four (4) rounds of the Interstate Challenge.
The winning team is to receive replicas of the Ted Gaby Shield.
E. The Interstate Challenge dogs competing in the Supreme Australian Championships will be run in the
nominated order supplied by the Competitor.
F. The visiting New Zealand Test team will compete in the Championship at the discretion of the Organising
Committee.
G. Competitors in the Interstate Challenge are not restricted to one dog, but if a dog gains more than one
entry, they are only eligible to compete once with that dog. The available position/s created by dogs
having more than one entry will be filled with further placegetters from the previous Supreme Australian
Championships ie 3rd etc to make a total of 18 dogs.
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H. If a competitor qualifies with more than one dog into the Test team, that competitor will only be allowed
to work one dog, of their choice, in the following year’s Test. Any competitor that qualifies into the Test
team with more than one dog, the extra dog/s will receive automatic entry into the following year’s
Interstate Challenge.
I. Dogs in the Supreme Australian Championship that qualify on an equal placing into the Interstate
Challenge will be eligible to compete in the Interstate Challenge.
11. Test Team Selection. The team to represent Australia will be chosen from the outcome of the Ted Gaby Shield
competition. The four highest scoring dogs and handlers over the four rounds of the Interstate Challenge will
represent Australia against New Zealand for the Tests. After the Team has been chosen, any withdrawals will be
filled by the next available highest scoring dog.
The Test team selected at the Supreme Championships will represent in the following year’s Test Series irrespective
of the date of the Tests.
The Captain of the Australian team is to be chosen by the Association.
Each Test Team member is to receive an Australian blazer with an appropriate pocket which has been inscribed, and
an Australian tie.
Judge/Manager for Australia V New Zealand test can only do one Test series in Australia and one Test series in New
Zealand for a period of five years.
Explanation for Motion to Change Rules 10 and 11
Selection Process:
1. Bigger, stronger competition.
2. Give the four current test dogs and handlers a good strong competition before representing in Australia or
New Zealand.
3. It will give them four runs on the ground they will be competing on later in the week, which should make
themselves and their dogs more comfortable in that environment.
4. If some issues with handlers or dogs, it gives a short time frame to improve in Australia and potential a
couple of months to improve before going to New Zealand.
5. Test dogs and handlers receive a break before competing in Test matches eg Interstate and Test matches
follow each other.
6. Four rounds in a bigger competition will select more consistent handlers and dogs.
7. Held immediately prior to the Supreme commencing to allow Test competitors to focus on Test during the
Supreme and the Interstate competitors to be able to focus on the Supreme.
8. Held during the day instead of some at night so everyone gets the same opportunity eg some go out in
daylight and some compete in the dark with shadows and poor lights etc.
9. Gives the Judge/Manager 72 runs to judge prior to judging Test matches and the Judge/Manager can also
see how the current Test Team is performing.
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10. Allows Supreme committee to be finished with the Interstate Challenge before starting Supreme eg time
constraints-night time
11. No New Zealand test team watching over our test and interstate dogs compete.
12. It allows more top dogs and handlers into the selection process by including them from the previous
Supreme and current Test team, as at the moment each State is restricted to two dogs. We could potentially
have handlers that are not having the opportunity to have a go and gain experience in a high level
competition.
13. We obviously need to try something different as we have lost 6 test matches in a row and NSW feels we
need to make changes to show our sponsor that we are trying to improve to hopefully win more often in the
future.
14. NSW feels the Ted Gaby Shield, the Test team and the Supreme are the highest levels of competition in our
sport where all States come together.
15. The new format for the Interstate Challenge and Test Selection would only add 24 runs to the Supreme
Australian Championships and NSW feels if the Novice and Encourage dogs were not eligible to enter the
Supreme Open Championships then there should be no extra days needed to run the Supreme.
16. Even though we say run over two days immediately prior to the Supreme this does not necessarily mean
adding two days to the Supreme.
Items for discussion at June phone link up
1. If the States decide that the Novice and Encourage dogs be allowed to run in the Supreme then it would
only add one extra day to the Supreme Australian Championships.
2. NSW thinks, in Australia with the Supreme increasing in dog numbers each year, the minimum to qualify
should be that the dog should have won a Novice trial, to be able to qualify for the Supreme Open
Australian Championships. In all major international sheep dog trials the criteria to enter is that you have
had to qualify in some fashion.
NUMBER TWO
NEW SOUTH WALES
Current rule
rule 21
If an Improver trial is to be held, it must be run in conjunction with the Open Trial. An Improver dog may enter the
Improver trial only.
Reason for change/explanation
The current rule 21 could be misinterpreted this just makes it clearer.
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New rule (new wording)
Motion : change ___rule 21 to
If an Improver trial is run in conjunction with the open trial Improver dogs are eligible to enter the Improver or the
open or both events. A separate final to be run for both Improver and open.
NUMBER THREE
NEW SOUTH WALES
Motion : Damien Begore to receive a test blazer and tie in recognition of being selected to represent Australia :
explanation : Damien was selected to represent Australia and he earned the right to wear a Blazer and tie and could
not compete through no fault of his own and should be entitled to a blazer and tie. Had his dog became ill / injured
closer to the test date and he had already received a blazer and tie he would have been able to keep them.
In rule 11 it states
Each Test Team Member is to receive an Australian Blazer with appropriate pocket which has been inscribed, and an
Australian tie.
NUMBER FOUR
NEW SOUTH WALES
Motion : The Australian New Zealand test series be extended to (3) tests with the winner of the Wayleggo Cup to be
the winner of 2 tests:
Explanation:
It costs A lot of money for each country to send competitors and dogs to compete once there not much extra to run
another test, by having a 3rd test we can then have whoever wins 2 tests to be the winner, this would make the
competition a better and bring us into line with other sports. There would be better prospect for promotion of our
sport and sponsors and possibly tv exposure and just like state of Origin football.
This is something New Zealand wanted to do in 2013 (see copy of email )and minutes /
Minutes /extracts ASDWA minutes
2013 June _ letter from New Zealand – Trans Tasman
Hi Gordon and Ian,
We have completed our discussion over the suggested rule changes and the outcome is as follows :
1. Changing to a "best of three" Test series. We are strongly in favour of this, while realising it could be a problem
for you to fit it in to your Supreme schedule. We envisage holding two tests one day and one the next, in the years
NZ hosts it, thus not requiring any more days for the series.
2. Your proposed rule change re the worker stepping outside the free working area. We are not in favour of this.
However, we note that at the moment there is nothing in the rules covering stepping out of the free working area
(only the circle). My suggestion would be to add to the second bullet point under "Obstacles"
:
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If the worker leaves the circle or free working area before having negotiated -----This would standardise the penalty over each of the sections.
3. Change of pointing to 15,15,20,20,30. We are not in favour of this. My alternative suggestion ( of leaving the cast
and draw at 25 and adding 5 points to each of the NZ sections, total 110 ) was not favoured by the majority either.
Hope this is clear, please let me know if you have any questions or would like to add anything.
Hope you are both well,
Kind regards John
Éxtract from

Minutes of the ASDWA General meeting Held by-Phone Hook UP
27/06/13

VOTED - Bernard McGlashan – NSW QLD VIC SA.

Ivan Solomon -WA.

Malcolm Taylor –TAS

Conratulations Bernard McGlashen on new TEST CAPTAIN
(i)
Supreme Rule changes were discussed extensively with the Delegates discussing all amendments put
forward by the States. A consenses was achieved with the States to have a look at the final draft and vote on
in the future.
(ii)
Trans-Tasman Rules. Clarifying the Trans Tasman rules was agreed upon at Warwick with New Zealand.
However a couple other issues have been discussed since. New Zealand is not in favour of changing the
Points allocated and writing in more penalty for a competitor stepping out of free working area at multese
cross. New Zealand would be keen to have three runs in New Zealand but Australia could not fit three runs
into our existing Supreme programme. Gordon to discuss with John Harvey (New Zealand President) &
Bernard to talk to the Test team.
(iii)
Uniform Change. Discussion was held on a new uniform type. NSW moved it stay the same. Seconded TAS
CARRIED SA Against the motion.
(iv)
Supreme Report Paul Darmody spoke on preperations going on at present for an excellent Supreme to be
held at Cobar.
(v)
Ian Beard reminded State Presidents the importance of updating their membership lists,
New
members , Training days and Trial Dates contantly throughout the year to the ASDWA Secretary for their
own sake if any claims in the future are made on our insurance policy.
Meeting Closed 11.07 pm EST
Next Meeting Cobar 24th September 2013
NUMBER FIVE
NEW SOUTH WALES
If the motion for 3 tests is not carried this motion would obviously be withdrawn
Motion: The ASDWA writes to The New Zealand Sheep Dog Trial Association stating that the Australian member
states have voted to extend the test to 3 tests with the series winner to be the team that wins 2 tests and asking
New Zealand to agree and it to be written into the rules , the letter to contain an explanation of how we feel it
would improve the competition for both competitors and for promotion of our sport. New Zealand's reply to be sent
out to states.
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Discussion points
We could also add in a trophy for highest aggregate test score for dog and handler for the test series or highest
aggregate score for dog and Handler for each country.
NUMBER SIX
NEW SOUTH WALES
Motion : 1 to 2 Scrutineers to be welcome at the let out for the test matches in Australia and New Zealand if the
visiting team wishes.
This motion has been put forward in response to a New Zealand scrutineer being asked to leave the let out.
NUMBER SIX
NEW SOUTH WALES
Motion : ASDWA to write to New Zealand sheep dog trial association stating that Australia has voted to welcome
scrutineers in the let out and requesting New Zealand agree and to have it written into the rules.
If the motion is not carried this motion would be withdrawn.
NUMBER SEVEN
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
West Australia Working Sheep Dog Association would like to move these Notice of
Motions at the next AWSDA phone hook up meeting
1. Relaxation of Supreme Rule Number 10 - Interstate Challenge Number 11 - Test Team
Selection.
This motion is proposed to enable the possible changes in the format and timing of the Ted Gaby Interstate
Challenge and therefore also the test team selection for the years 2021 and 2022 on a trial basis.
Reasoning:

Due to Covid19 the 2019 Australian Test Team will not compete in the 2020 Wayleggo Cup
due to its cancellation.
Allow the 2019 Australian Test Team to compete as additional competitors in the 2021 Ted
Gaby Interstate Challenge.

After the two year trial period, a special resolution for a rule change is to be put forward for permanent
change or these rules revert back to their current positions as in 2020.
Reasoning:
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NUMBER EIGHT
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Interstate Challenge / Test Selection
In 2021, the Interstate Challenge be contested in its revised format prior to the start of the 2021 Supreme.
Timing to be determined in consultation between the hosting state and ASDWA.
The Test Team selected at this 2021 Interstate Challenge event would become the 2021 Australian Test
Team to contest the Wayleggo Cup during the 2021 Test series held during the 2021 Supreme.
In 2022 the Interstate Challenge could revert to taking its place within the Supreme, or upon application to
ASDWA, prior to the 2022 Supreme. The Test Team selected at this event would then represent Australia in
NZ in 2022.
Reasoning:

The cancellation of the 2020 Supreme due to unforeseen Covid19 restrictions, has resulted
in no 2020 Ted Gaby Interstate selection or competition.
The date for the 2022 Wayleggo Cup in NZ is held after the 2022 Australian Supreme takes
place.

NUMBER NINE
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Sponsorship
Sponsorship dollars generated by participating member states and Hypro for the hosting of the Supremes, to
be pooled and held by the ASDWA.
Funds to be distributed to the hosting member state on application and presentation of a detailed budget to
the ASDWA committee, in the year they host the Supreme. Reconciliation of funds to be presented after the
event and excess monies returned to ASDWA.
Reasoning: Consensus of this at the inaugural Presidents / State Representatives meeting in Sydney.
Presents a united and progressive front for the whole of Australian Dog trialling to our
Sponsor and sport. Enables a better outcome for our sponsor’s generous effort.
NUMBER TEN
“That Victoria request that any trialler suspended in their state is not eligible to work in other states whilst under
suspension”.
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NUMBER ELEVEN
QUEENSLAND
Re: Australian Reps, test team selection.
The Australian test team is currently selected in excess of 12 months prior to representing.
MOTION: When the test is being run in Australia.

Run the Ted Gaby Interstate Challenge and Rep run off at the start of the Australian Supreme. Then
selected team run in test against New Zealand at the end of the Supreme. Limit freshly selected test
dogs 1 run in the Supreme only so as not to overtax them.
Test team when selected could go “somewhere” to train/fine tune with an experienced well
credentialed trailer/s.
With some pre-organization, blazers required should not be a problem.
Or depending on the preference of and suitability to the State holding the Supreme:
Run the Ted Gaby a week or so before the Supreme at a lead up trial in close proximity to Supreme.
Pros: More time for training / fine tuning. More time to get blazers organised.
: Big draw card for said trial.
Cons: Big job thrust onto organising committee of that trial but could be helped by the Australian
body maybe.
: Time factor away from home/ work etc.
When test is in NZ run supreme as is now with fresh team to compete in that same year, or use above
system, same training / fine tuning as above.
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NUMBER TWELVE
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
The South Australian Working Sheepdog Association moves that the members of the Australian Team who
qualified at the 2019 Supreme held at Dalby in Queensland will make up the team to compete in the next Trans
Tasman Test, which is currently scheduled to be held in Tasmania in 2021.
RATIONALE
ASDWA Rule 11
Anthony Ireland, Milton Cross, Lee Jamieson and Grant Cooke duly qualified and were nominated by their States to
contest the 2019 Interstate Challenge. As the top four scoring competitors in that Interstate Challenge, they then
qualified to make up the next Australian Test Team.
The ASDWA Rule 11 states;
Test Team Selection: the team to represent Australia will be chosen from
the outcome of the Ted Gaby Shield competition. The four highest scoring
dogs over the three rounds of the Interstate Challenge will represent
Australia against New Zealand for the Tests. After the Team has been
chosen, any withdrawals will be filled by the next available highest scoring
dog.
The Test Team selected at the Supreme Championships will represent in the
following Test Series irrespective of the date of the Tests.
(ASDWA Inc. Supreme rules as revised and adopted 17/10/2017)
According to this rule, these four competitors have achieved everything required of them to earn their place in the
next team.
This rule is clear and very specific. There is no room for interpretation and there is no need to adapt to the current
circumstances. Any such actions would be contrary to this rule and unconstitutional. We risk setting a dangerous
precedent for others to undermine the integrity of the rules and constitution of the ASDWA.
Age of dogs
By October 2021, two of the dogs will be 6 years old and one will be 9, all still well within their prime. The fourth dog
will be 12 years old, and it will be up to the owner’s discretion to decide if it is fit to compete at international level at
that time. Should he deem it to be too old, the fifth placed dog will be eligible to compete. That dog will be 6 years
old at the time of the Test.
More time for training and team building
The dogs and handlers who qualified at Dalby will have extra time for focused training specifically on the Trans
Tasman course. There will also be more time for the competitors to get to know one another, to share training tips
and to build a cohesive team.
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Uncertainty surrounding COVID-19
If this team is refused the opportunity to compete, the qualification process for the 2021 Supreme may end up being
less rigorous than normal due to COVID-19 restrictions. The uncertainty surrounding the future and these
restrictions may mean that trials will continue to be cancelled, and it’s possible that dogs and handlers could qualify
at just a few trials, rather than a year of consistent wins and placings.
Selection process going forward
The discussion over the selection process has been ongoing for a number of years. The break in trialling that we are
currently experiencing provides an opportunity to review the selection criteria while there are no qualifying trials
and no competitors accruing selection points.
We have the opportunity to come up with a plan for the future while keeping the integrity of the current selection
process intact and without breaking any rules or implementing rules retrospectively.
NUMBER THIRTEEN
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
INC. MEETING
TO BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24th
The South Australian Working Sheepdog Association moves that ASDWA Rule 10 be amended as follows:
ASDWA Rule 10
Interstate Challenge: two three representatives from each State, chosen by their State as being appropriate competitors
and ambassadors for their State and for the sport of sheepdog trialling, shall be invited to compete for the Ted Gaby
Shield at the Supreme Championships. The Challenge is to be over three (3) Trans-Tasman Rounds as follows:A. Three rounds – to be held over the Trans-Tasman Course and worked under the Trans-Tasman rules These rounds are
to be conducted in a block and the position in the programme is to be determined by the organising committee
-

to be held immediately prior to the Supreme, allowing competitors to then focus on their Supreme runs

-

to be held during the day so that no competitors are disadvantaged by working at night.

B. Each round may be judged by different judges.
C. The order of participants to change for each round, and each round is to be listed in the official program.
D. The winning State team is to be determined by the aggregate scores of both all three representatives over the three
(3) rounds of the Interstate Challenge. The winning team is to receive replicas of the Ted Gaby Shield.
E. The Interstate Challenge dogs” competing in the “Supreme Australian Championships” will be run in the nominated
order Supplied by the Competitor.
F. The visiting New Zealand Test Team will compete in the Championship at the discretion of the Organising Committee.
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RATIONALE
 Provision of a stronger competition, especially in regard to qualification for the Australian Team.
 Allows more competitors the opportunity to compete at the highest level and the chance to qualify for the Australian
Team.
 The Australian Team selected from the Interstate Challenge run in this way would contest the Trans-Tasman Test in
the next year.
 Adds 6 runs to the Interstate Challenge.
NUMBER FOURTEEN
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Following discussion at the last meeting of the ASDWA, the South Australian Working Sheepdog Association
moves that the Australian Test Team which qualified at the Supreme Australian Championship at Dalby,
Queensland in 2019 be awarded their Australian blazer (or have existing blazers embroidered) and an Australian
tie as per Rule 11 of the ASDWA Supreme Rules (reviewed and adopted 17.10.17).
NUMBER FIFTHTEEN
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
The South Australian Working Sheepdog Association would like to add a discussion on setting a date for the
Supremes as an agenda item.
Recommendation: that the Supreme Australian Championships must start before the end of September.
Discussion points: Supremes held later than September cause complications due to some members needing to make
hay or reap crops.
Supremes held in September would help to avoid competitors having to be away from home for long periods of time
during the fire danger season and having to travel and compete with their dogs in the heat.
NUMBER SIXTEEN
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Re Rule 20, Australian Sheepdog Workers’ Association Inc. Supreme Rules (revised and adopted 17.10.17):
20. Novice dogs are not eligible to enter the Supreme Championship, except in Tasmania and Western
Australia, then only at discretion of the organising committee. However, a Worker without any Open Dogs
be allowed to work 1 Novice Dog in the Australian Supreme Open/Improver in Queensland, New South
Wales, Victoria and South Australia. Provision is to be made in the acceptance of Supreme entries to
accommodate dogs that break their Novice status after the advertised closing date for entries.
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The South Australian Working Sheepdog Association moves that rule 20 (above) be deleted and replaced with the
following:
20. Where separate Encourage and Novice classes are held, novice dogs are not eligible to enter the
Supreme Championship.
If separate Encourage and Novice classes are not held, a worker without any open dogs will be allowed to
work one novice dog in the Australian Supreme Open/Improver class.
Rationale
The Supreme Championship is the ultimate competition for working sheepdogs in Australia. The exclusion of novice
dogs will lift the standard of the competition.
This amendment will allow more time for extra dogs to be included in the Interstate Challenge, should that proposal
be adopted.
Rule 22 [States may run a separate Novice, Encourage and/or Improver if they are able to do so] will be retained and
will allow novice and encourage workers the opportunity to compete.
Provision for the acceptance of Supreme entries to accommodate dogs that break their Novice status after the
advertised closing date for entries is covered in rule 23.
NUMBER SEVENTEEN
TASMANIA

A. The member state running the next Ted Gaby Interstate competition and or Test are to forward a choice of three
(3) suitably experienced workers for the Australian Body to select from.

B. The person selected by the ASDWA shall be ultimately responsible for the running of the Ted Gaby competition,
and if held in Australia the Test. Any questions or concerns of ASDWA officials prior to or during the events relating
to the preparation of sheep, the course or anything else in relation to the running of these events shall be directed
to the Trans Tasman Manager.
Rationale: Tasmania believes that the appointment of a Trans Tasman manager will provide a single point of contact
for ASDWA officials to communicate with without responsibility being diverted elsewhere. The buck will stop with
this person.
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NUMBER EIGHTEEN
PAUL DARMODY
24th June 2020
To: ASDWA

In light of the special general meeting that is being held and the prominent discussions that will be had, I would like
to express my thoughts to be considered before any important decisions are made.
I feel that the state delegates that have the future of our sport in their hands need to be aware that the executive
and delegates before them only and always had the best interest at heart in the running of the ASDWA.
The decisions that were made in the past contained no bias approach to the success of our sport and although not
always perfect, the decisions were to benefit the future of our sport. Future decisions need to now and, in the
future, have the benefit of our sport in forefront of mind, not the current individuals.
With approximately 600 members, we need to ensure the transparency of our delegates decision making and ensure
that the decisions made are made for the members and not the delegates.
I feel as the world changes with impacts of COVID-19, our sport will face difficult decisions and times ahead. With
this in mind, it is imperative that we take care and have respect of our ageing membership and our fellow trailers in
New Zealand; who I am sure would be thinking along the same path.
Our sponsorship is our lifeblood. Our nations are dependent on our financial wellbeing therefore it is important to
ensure the sustainable future of our finances for the future of our sport.
I personally feel with this in mind, that our Trans-Tasman Test Series will resort to being biannual as our current
financial situation will disallow us to continue as we are.
Please remember the decisions you are making now to benefit a few, may not be what is required for the future.
You have the future of our sport in your hands, please give it the longevity and prosperity it deserves.

Kind Regards,
Paul Darmody
ASDWA Patron
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NUMBER NINETEEN
ALISON BURRELL
TEST TEAM SELECTION PROPOSAL
This Proposal is designed to ensure that we strengthen the selection of the Australian test team based on recent
performance of dogs/handlers similar to the NZ Team selection It is not perfect and will not suit everyone, but it is
unlikely that any proposal will. This proposal aims to achieve its objective by:






Selecting from a wider pool of top triallers than is currently the case
Ensuring that selection is current rather than approximately a year or more before the Trans-Tasman Test, so
the handlers and dogs are in form at the time
Providing for training time as a team prior to the Test
Ensuring that timetabling of the Supreme is not affected and that the Ted Gaby competition remains a
stand-alone event as an interstate contest.
Holding the selection trial separate from the Supreme so that the NZ team does not get an opportunity to
preview the team they will be coming up against the next year

The Trial
Under this proposal the ASDWA organise and coordinate a Test Team Selection trial to be held in the days preceding
the Supreme. The Selection Trial be held on a Trans-Tasman course. This trial would be open to and restricted to
approximately 15-20 top triallers that have qualified during the current year at selected events (see below). The
selection trial would consist of three rounds held over two days. The top placed four dog/handler teams at the end
of three rounds would be the Test Team for the current year with the fifth placed handler/dog team being the
official reserve. Participants would be allowed to enter their pre- qualified dogs in the selection trial but would be
required to eliminate the lower placed dog/s should more than one be in the top four at the conclusion of the last
round. The next placed dog, not already handled by a team member in the top four, would automatically be
promoted to the team as a reserve. .
The selection trial would be organised/overseen by the ASDWA including sheep selection, selecting judges and
running the trial office. Ideally the trial should be held in the few days preceding the Supreme to give the finally
selected team time to train together without this impacting on the Supreme. Typically, there would be a Supreme
lead up trial taking place at the same time so there would be people around to help with the running of the trial – or
to watch and learn if they wish to.
Qualification
Qualification for the selection trial would be based on trial performance during the current year, ensuring that
handlers from every state have an opportunity to participate. We propose that the following would be eligible for
the selection trial:







Winner of each state’s state championship
Current leader of each state’s dog of the year at an agreed date, say 30 July
Winner of the National Trial
Winner of the Commonwealth Championship.
Test team members from the prior year
Winner of the previous Supreme.
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The inclusion of the Dog of the Year leader is important as it ensures that handlers not fortunate enough to travel to
some of the Interstate competitions are still eligible as the points are earned via success at trials therefore is based
on consistency in performance. So dogs coming into their prime can then be identified and eligible.
This could give up to twenty entries to the selection trial, but we could expect at least some triallers would win more
than one of these events with the same dog, so reducing numbers.
If required, the following trials could also be considered as trials enabling qualification for the Test Team selection
trial.







Australian Sheepdog Championships
Australian Dog of the Year, held at the Commonwealth Championship Port Fairy
Winner of the Trans-Tasman trial at the Commonwealth Championship
Champion of Champions held at the National Trial
Winners of One nominated Trans-Tasman Championship held in each state
Or any other trials that the states agree are suitable trials.

Widening the selection criteria in this way will ensure that we are able to select from a pool of the best triallers
nationally rather than limiting ourselves to a maximum of two from each state, while at the same time ensuring that
all states are able to participate. A further benefit is that the status of the prequalifying events will be further
enhanced, providing additional sponsorship and promotional opportunities.
Points of conversation
Team uniform: We would expect all participants at the selection trial to bring their Australian team uniform if
previously represented. For those that have not, they will be required to bring the uniform trousers, boots, and
shirts. It may be necessary for the home matches to allow for loaning blazers to new team members, but we would
expect these to be purchased in the future.
Invitations to selection trial: once a qualifying trial is won, the ASDWA should send congratulations and a qualifying
certificate and Invitation to the selection trial
Sheep selection: For home tests the same line of sheep should be used as those used for the test and Ted Gaby to
ensure that the team best suited to those sheep is selected. For away tests the sheep used in the selection trial
should be comparable to those that the team is likely to work in NZ.
Selection Trial Attendance: The selection trial also becomes a massive draw card for local media to attend, promote
the event coming up in the upcoming week. Helps promote public awareness of the event and our sport.
States can discuss the appropriate trials in their states that could classify as a qualifying trial. The events listed are
simply suggestions as each State holds a Dog of the Year and a State Championships. Ideally each State would use a
Trans-Tasman trial as a qualifying event.
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